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This thesis is a comparative accuracy study of several 
discrete method.s for lower confidence limits on series 
system reliability. Computer simulations were used to 
compare the accuracy of the procedures. Five hundred 
replications were used in all simulations. Accuracy of each 
procedure was determined by computing appropriate percentile 
points of the distributions of the lower confidence limits. 
A randomization technique was used to improve the performance 
of one of the procedures. 
The systems simulated had reliabilities ranging from 
0.720 to 0.950. They were composed of five, ten, thirteen, 
and fifteen components, and had component sample sizes of 
fifteen, thirty, fifty, and larger in the case of ur.equal 
sample sizes . 
Based on the simulation results the accuracy of the 
procedures were compared by common comparison with the true 
system reliabilities which were known in advance prior to 
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Suppose a complex mechanism, e.g., a missile, is built 
from a number of different types of components, where the 
reliability of each of the components has been estimated by 
means of separate tests on each of the components. There 
exist: many procedures for combining such component data to 
determine approximate lower confidence limits for the 
reliability of the system. Several such procedures are the 
Maximum Likelihood (Ref. 12), the Madansky (Ref. 5), the 
Log-Gamma (Ref. 13), the Easterling/Modified Maximum 
Likelihood (Ref. 2) and the Mann (Ref. 6) methods. 
This study is concerned with series system. Lower 
confidence limit accuracies are compared by means of computer 
simulation. Two methods of introducing partial component 
failures were used in the simulation to modify some of the 
procedures which cannot be used when all the components 
exhibit no failures. The first method was proposed by 
W. M. Woods and the second by Lisowsky (Ref. 4) who also 
developed a successful technique for computing the Lagrange 
multiplier in the Madansky procedure. An attempt was also 
made to improve the performance of the Easterling method 
using randomization techniques developed by D. R. Barr and 
T. Jayachandran (Ref. 1). 
The simulation results show that the accuracy of the 





the Log-Gamma and Easterling procedures yield satisfactory 
results when sample sizes are large and unequal, and the 
Randomized Easterling procedure yields better results than 
the Easterling procedure in all cases. 
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the Maximum 
Likelihood procedure is simple and easy to implement; 
therefore it can be used as a rough and ready method . 
8 
• 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS 
Consider a system which consists of k components in 
logical series; the components may be either continuously 
operating or of the cycle type. 
Suppose n. copies of component i are put on test, i = 1, 
~ 
2, ... ,k, under the environmental conditions defined in its 
mission profile, and let each operate until failure or the 
mission time is reached, whichever occurs first. Denote fi 
as the number of components of type i that did not complete 
the mission, and define 




The following methods were modified in Chapter III, 
section C, since some of the procedures cannot be used when 
all components exhibit no failure, i.e., the Madansky, the 
Easterling and the Randomized Easterling procedures. 
A. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD (ML) METHOD 










This estimator is asymptotically normal in distribution, and 




; 2 2 k 
a = Rs E 
i=l 
where X.; = n.-f. 
... ~ ~ 





The ML 100(1-a)% Lower Confidence Limit (LCL) for system 
reliability is given by 
" 
- z (J 1-a ( 2. 4) 
where z1 _a is the 100(1-a) percent point of the standard 
normal distribution. 
B. THE MADANSKY (MD) METHOD 
The Madansky method is based on the well-known results 
due to Wilks (Ref. 11) that -2 ln p is distributed asymptot~ 
ically as a chi-square random variable with one degree of 
freedom. 
p is the likelihood ratio test statistic given by 
















BIN(x. ;p . )] 
~ ~ 
where BIN (x . ; p.) 
~ ~ 
= ( ~) x. n.-x. 
x. pi ~(1-p.) l ~ 
~ ~ 
i = 1,2, ... ,k. 
( 2 • 5) 











the denominator is an unconstrained maximization. Values of 
R included in the two sided confidence interval (the 
s 
confidence set) are given by 
where x2 1 is the upper percent point of the chi-square a. , 
distribution with 1 degree of freedom. 
( 2. 6) 
It is easy to see that the logarithm of the denominator 
of P is 
k x . k n . k k 
I: 
i=l 
ln BIN ( x. · .....2::.) = ~'n . 
~ 
I: ln ( ~) + I: 
i=l 
x . lnx. - I: x.ln n . 





i=l xi ~ ~ 
k 
(n . -x.) ln (n.-x.) - I: (n . -x . ) ln 
~ ~ ~ ~ i=l ~ ~ 
n. 
~ 
To determine the logarithm of the numerator of P , let us 
first maximize the Lagrangian 
k k 
I: ln BIN(xi; pi) - A{ ln IT 
i=l i=l 
p. - ln R } 
~ s 
where A is a Lagrange multiplier. The maximizing set of 
pi's is gi ven by 
x . - A 
~ 
Pi = n.- A' 
~ 
where, since 0 < pi ~ 1 for all i, 
Hence, as a function of A, 
11 





k k n. 
E ln BIN(xi; p . ) = E ( ~) 
i=l ~ i=l x . ~ 
k k 
+ i.: x. ln(x.- ;\ ) - i.: x . ln(n.- A. ) 
. 1 ~ ~ i=l ~ ~ ~= 
k k 
+ i.: (n.-x.)ln(n.-x.) - i.: (n.-x.) ln(n;- A. ) 
i=l ~ ~ ~ ~ i=l ~ ~ ~ 
and 
lnp = 
k I. k A 
E x. ln(l - --) - E n . ln(l - --), 
i=l ~ x i i=l ~ ni 
( 2. 7) 
where A. satisfies the constraint equation 
k (xi- A. ) 
IT = R i=l (ni - A. ) s ( 2. 8) 
2 The set of A. such that -2 ln p ~ xa ,l will be an interval 
* * * * * [ A. 1 , 1.. 2 1, where 1.. 1 < 0 < 1.. 2 and the A. satisfy 
k 
i.: x. ln(l - ~) -






ln ( 1 - ..2...) 
n. 
~ 
The MD 100(1-a ) % LCL is g i ven by 
( 2 • 9) 
(2.10) 
In determining lower confidence limits t h e convention adopted 
by Myhre and Saunders (Ref. 12) will be used where the value 
of a in equation 2.9 is 
a = 2 (1-y ) , 





c. THE LOG-GAMMA (LG) METHOD 
In the LG procedure the method of moments is used to fit 
the random variable -lnR with the two parameter gamma 
s 
distribution (Ref. 13). The gamma is then transformed into 
a chi-square distribution, about which probability statements 
are made and a lower confidence limit obtained. That is 
define 














- ~ ( -q. ) ~ 
2 
(2.11) 




and if each q. is small, the above series can be approximated 
~ 
by the first two terms of the infinite series. That is 
k 2 k s = E [q. + q. / 2] = 2: T. ( 2 .12) 
i=l ~ ~ i=l ~ 
where 
It has been shown that the error due to the above truncation 
is negligible in cases of practical interest. 










where ]. a . = 2(n. ]. - 1) ]. 
(2.14) 
n. 
b. ]. = 1 ]. n . - ( 2 .15) ]. 
That T. is unbiased is important, because ]. 
k 
s = [ T. 
i=l ]. 
( 2. 16) 
is used as an estimator for S, thereby accumulating any bias 
present in the T . . An approximate value for the variance of ]. 
S (Ref. 7) is. 
A 










Next, fit S with a gamma distribution. The probability 
A 
distribution of s is then given by t h e density function 
f (x; 8 ) r, = s 
It follows that 
A 
E (S) = r8 
A 
Var ( s) = 
Since S is unbiased 
A 




1 r-1 X exp 
r (r) 8r 
X>O, r >O, 8> 0 












Solving equations (2.17), (2.19), 2.20.) and (2.21) 
simultaneously gives the shape parameter 





~k T~. ~k 8 = E -- E T . =1 ni i=l ~ 
Thus, r can be estimated by 





TJ2/ ~ ~ . 1 ~= n. ~ 
A 
Since S is distributed gamma (r, 8), 2S /8 is distributed 
2 2 
x 2r. Then x1_a, 2r is that number such that 
1 - a = P [ix ~r > 
And since S is unbiased 
A 




Equation 2.25 becomes 





xl- a ,2r] 













Therefore, the LG 100(1-a)% LCL for system reliability Rs is 
R s,L(cx) 
-2rS 
= exp -[ ... ... J x21-cx,2r (2.28) 
To preclude usage of non-integer degrees of freedom, 
the approximation 
... 
[ 2 rS] (2.29) 
Xl-a,[2r] 
is used in equation (2.28), where [2r] denotes the smallest 
integer greater than or equal to 2r . Approximation (2.29) 
was shown to have little effect on the LG procedure accuracy 
(Ref. 7, p. 16). Thus, the 100 (1- a ) % LCL becomes 
R 
s,L( a. ) = exp [ ... ... ~ - [2r]S X ~-a ,[2;] . (2.30) 
A continuity correction is used in the LG procedure to 
improve the accuracy of the lower confidence limit. The 
reason for the inaccuracy of this lower confidence limit lies 
in the fact that a continuous distribution has been fitted 
to - lnRs. This type of correction has a smoothing effect 
upon the probability distribution of Rs,L( a ). 
The continuity correction is made as follows: 
1. Determine that component i which has the largest 
0 








2. Define T. J. as 
(f. + 1) (f. + 1)2 
A J. J.o 
T ! 0 + ~ b . = a. J. J. n. J. n. 
0 0 J.o 0 J.o 
This means that one more failure is added to that component 
I 





Define T~ by 
J.o 
~ 
= ~ (T! J. 
0 
Substitute T~ forT. in s to obtain S* 
J. J.o 0 ~ 
The resulting S*is the continuity corrected 
~ 
value of s. 
~ 
r is corrected to obtain r* by substituting 
for T . in the definition of r. 
l. 0 
With these definitions of S* and r* the new 
T~ J. 
0 
100 (1-a )% lower confidence limit R* for 














D. THE EASTERLING/MODIFIED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD (MML) METHOD 
In this method the ML estimate R is treated as the 
s 
usual binomial estimate based on · "n", called the pseudo sample 
size, is unknown and is estimated from 
A A 
A-2 Rs (1 - Rs) 
cr = (2.32) 
n 
A2 
where cr is given by 2.3. Thus by equating the estimated 
variance of R
5 
under maximum likelihood theory to what it 
would be under binomial theory, we can solve this equation 
for n. Then the component test results can be regarded as 
being equivalent to system results of n tests with x = R .n 
s 
successes. 
In binomial sampling with x successes inn trials, a 
lower 100(1- a)% confidence limit on the reliability is 
given by the solution for R 
s 
~R , x, n - x 
s 
in 
+ 1) = .a 
where~ the incomplete beta function with 
A 
x the first parameter, and 
A A 
n - x + 1 : the second parameter. 
(2.33) 
n and x are unlikely to be integers and the calculations of 
lower limits in the comparative examples (chapter IV) use 
Easterling's MML method in which n and X were rounded up to 





E. THE RANDOMIZED EASTERLING ~RE) METHOD 
Barr and Jayachandran in Ref. 1 develop a randomization 
technique for improving the lower confidence limit on the 
reliability of a system with a discrete distribution. 
Basically the method is a simple one, for example an exact 
100(1- a)% LCL for the parameter of the binomial distribution 
can be obtained as follows: 
1. Let z=x+y, where y represents an observed value of 
Y, andY is uniformly distributed between zero and one 
inclusive; x is the number of successes inn trials. 
2. The solution for Rs in 
~(Rs, z, n - z + 1) 
is the exact 100(1-a)% LCL. 
= a 
Since the Easterling method leads to one component 
(2.34) 
system, equation 2.34 is readily applicable for computing an 
exact 100(1-a)% LCL based on the Easterling method by 
replacing z 'with z in equation 2. 35, where 
A 
Z = X + y 
and n with n, x and n as defined in equation 2.33. 
F. THE MANN (MN) METHOD 
Mann et al. in Ref. 6 shows that the 100(1-a}% LCL on 
Rs can be obtained by fitting the posterior distribution of 
-lnRs with a noncentral chi-square distribution. The 
corresponding central chi-square variate with non-integer 
degrees of freedom is transformed to normality yielding: 
19 
• 
PIR5 ;:_exp[-m~-v/(9m2 ) + z1_J1;(3mi:i]= 1-a 
whe~e m is the mean and v the variance of the posterior 
distribution of -lriRs. 
with 
n* 
0. 5 (1+1/a) l-Rs 













and z1 = 100(1-a )-th percentile of the standard normal - a. 
distribution. 
All zero - failure components are ignored in calculating 
the value of a in equation 2.38 except for any single zero -
failure component with its sample size equal to n(l). It, 
too, is ignored, however, if at least one other component 
that exhibits failure has sample size equal to n(l). 
20 
• 
III. THE SIMULATION 
A. GENERAL METHODOLOGY 
A computer simulation is used in this study as an 
analytical tool for evaluating a proposed LCL procedure; the 
method is as follows: 
1. Suppose it is desired to evaluate a proposed 
100(1-a ) % LCL procedure, denoted Rs,L(a), for system reli-
ability R . Then the assertion is 
s 
A 
P[Rs,L( a ) ~ Rs] > 1-a ( 3 .1) 
Equality should hold if R is a continuous random 
s,L(a) 
variable. 
2. Rs = f(p 1 ,p 2 , ... ,pk), where pi is the true relia-







Assign values to the parameters a , k, n. and 
l 
p . , i=l,2, . . . ,k. Perform n. Bernoulli tria~ for the ith 
l l 
component to get the number of successes / failures for each 
component and then compute the resultant Rs,L( a ). 
4. Generate the approximate distribution of R 
s,L( a ) 
by repating step 3 500 times. 
5. Order the Rs,L(a) realizations to get 
R R 
s ,L ( a ) (l) '· • ·' s ,L ( a ) (soar· 
21 
... 
6. Find the 500(1-a.)th order statistic of Rs,L(a.) 
and denote it A1 . Thus A1 is the (1- a. )th percentile -a. -a. 
of the distribution of the LCL random variable R 
s,L(a.) · 
7. By repeating steps 3 through 6 for various sets of 
k,n1 ,n2 , •.. ,nk' p 1 ,p2 , ... ,pk and comparing the resultant 
A1 to R , the overall performance of the LCL procedure can -a. s 
be evaluated. 
The actual confidence level given by R can be s,L( a ) 
obtained by finding the order statistics of the generated 
distribution which matches (or is closest to matching) R . 
s 
* If the index of this order statistic is denoted i , then 
* i 
500 x 100% = Actual level of confidence (3.2) 
of Rs,L(a.) 
Equivalently, if A < R , the procedure is a conservative 1-a. s 
one, and vice-versa. 
B. ACCURACY CRITERIA 
There are three characteristics of the distribution of 
Rs,L( a. ) for determining the accuracy of LCL procedure. 
They are: 
1. The mean 
2. The variance, and 
3. A1 . - a. 
The v ariance should be small and the actual values should 
still be within the ball park when the LCL is applied . 
22 
.. 
If in fact, Rs,L(a) is an exact 100(1-a)% LCL procedure 
for R , that is 
s 
( 3. 3) 
then Al-a should be close to Rs regardless of the set of 
parameter values used and for each value of a. 
( ' Thus the quant1ty 
lA -R I 1-a s ( 3. 4) 
is a measure of the accuracy of the procedure. 
C. SIMULATION ALGORITHM 
Step 1. Given a set of parameters k, n. and p., 
l l 
i = 1,2, ... ,k, generate binomial data as follows: 
For the ith component, i = 1,2, ... ,k, draw a uniformly 
distributed random number u from the interval [0,1] and 








if u < p. 
l 
if u > p. 
l 
s' ' . l 
i = 1,2, ... ,k. 
All the procedures described in chapter II simply 
( 3. 5) 
ignore the zero-failure component(s) with the result either 
the computed LCL tends to be very high or the procedures 
cannot be applied. 
For example if x.=n. for all i, then cr 2 in equation 2.3 
l l 
is zero, and hence the ML's LCL in equation 2.4 is equal to 
23 
one and the Easterling and Randomized Easterling procedures 
cannot be applied because ~' the pseudo sample size in 
equation 2.32, is not defined. Likewise the Madansky proce-
dure cannot be applied (equation 2.9 is not defined). In 
this case the Log-Gamma's LCL and the Mann's LCL are close 
to one. To cope with this problem two methods of introducing 
partial component failures will be presented in this study 
for those methods which accommodate zero failures. 
FIRST METHOD. If x . =n· for all i, pick the component 
l l 
with the largest sample size or pick the first component if 
all sample sizes are equal and introduce a half failure to 
that component; this method was proposed by W. M. Woods. 
SECOND METHOD. Whenever f.=O, set f.=4 / (n . k), this l l l 
method was proposed by Lisowsky (Ref. 4). 
Step 2. For each a (a=O.l and a ~0.2) compute the LCL 
for all procedures as described in chapter II. 
Step 3. For each set of data repeat step 1 and step 2 
500 times, order the LCL's, and then compute A1 , mean, - a 
standard deviation of the LCL distribution, the actual level 
of confidence in equation 3.2, and the a verage failure per 
replica. 
Now determine each procedure's accuracy by comparing 
the A 's with the true system reliability R , and relative 1-a s 
dispersion by comparing their mean and standard deviation. 




IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The accuracy of the procedures are compared for a variety 
of sets of parameter values (k, p . , n., i=l,2, ... ,k). These 
l l 
different sets of parameters are called cases and are 
numbered. For each case the two methods of introducing 
partial component failures were applied at two different 
confidence levels: 90% and 80% CL. 
The simulation results were tabulated in Table II at 
the end of this chapter; for each case the results were 
listed in one table, for example Table II.l for case number 
1, Table II.2 for case number 2, etc., up to Table II.36. 
The letter suffix attached to the case number denotes the 
method of introducing partial component failures. In 
particular case la means the FIRST METHOD of introducing 
partial component failures as described on page 24 was applied 
to case 1. Similarly case lb means the SECOND METHOD of 
introducing partial component failures as described on page 24 
was applied to case 1. 
By varying n. while k and p. are held constant in each 
l l 
case, the sensitivity of the procedures can be examined. 
B. THE EFFECT OF SAMPLE SIZE 
Observing the simulation results in Table II starting 
from sample size 15 through 50 on each case, these results 























NOMENCLATURE FOR SIMULATION RESULTS 
Number of series connected components 
Sample size of ith component 
True reliability of ith component 








Sample mean of R s,L( a. ) 
Sample standard deviation of R s,L( a. ) 
Average failure per replica 
500 k ni 
(l / 500) L: L: L: 
l i=l l 
f. 
~ 
Total number of FIRST METHOD of introducing 
partial component failures applied 
Total number of SECOND METHOD of introducing 
partial component failures applied 
100(1-a. ) % confidence level 
Actual confidence level, computed using equation 
3.2, page 22, the result is rounded to the 
smallest integer 
The 500(1-a)th order statistic of R s,L(a) 




Randomized Easterling method 
Mann method 
26 
causes the A1 's to converge toR , thus decreasing the value -a s 
of JA1_a-RsJ of all procedures. The results also indicate 
that some of the procedures need larg,er sample sizes to 
converge satisfactorily. 
With medium sample size (30) and large sample size (50) 
the performances of ML, MD and MN procedures are comparable, 
although at sample size 30 in some cases MD and MN procedures 
perform better than ML procedure as shown in case 5, 14 and 
23. But with sample size 15 and with R > 0.900 the ML 
s 
procedure seems to perform better than MD and MN procedures 
as shown in cases 1, 16 and 19. 
The LG, MML andRE procedures converge rather slowly, 
but RE tends to converge faster than MML in all cases; this 
is due to the randomization effect as described in chapter II 
section E page .19. On the other hand with unequal sample 
sizes (mix of large, medium and small sample sizes) these 
procedures tend to converge satisfactorily as shown in case 
34, 35 and 36, while the MN procedure always yields unsatis-
factory results, and again ML and MD procedures are still 
comparable under this condition. Note that in these cases 
only the SECOND METHOD of introducing partial component 
failures can be applied in the MD procedure as was pointed 




C. THE EFFECT OF THE ·METHOD OF INTRODUCING PARTIAL 
COMPONENT FAILURES 
When the cases under study have large sample sizes if 
it can be expected that all components of these cases exhibit 
failure(s) or only a few components exhibit no failure, then 
the two methods practically have no effect on the computed 
LCL's as demonstrated by simulation results using sample 
sizes of 50 in Table II. These facts were also shown in cases 
where p. < 0.960 for all i with sample size 30, i.e., case 8, ]. 
11 and 14, Table II. The explanation is as follows. Take 
as an example case Sa where Nfail = 2; this means that the 
FIRST METHOD of introducing partial component failures was 
applied twice. Its contribution to the average failure per 
replica (Fbar = 5.6) was very small: (2) (0.5) (1 / 500) = 
0.002. In case 8b Ncorr = 768, the SECOND METHOD was applied 
768 times and its contribution of failure to Fbar (5.7) was 
{ (768x4)/(Sx30) } (1 / 508) = 0.04. Both of these contributions 
were small compared to Fbar so that the computed A1 's in - a 
case 8a and 8b were approximately the same. Note that the 
value of Fbar is rounded to the first decimal in Table II. 
On the other hand if n. is small and p. is high for all ]. ]. 
i as in cases 1, 16 and 19, then different values of Al- a 
can be expected from the two methods. For example case la, 
Nfail = 251 and the contribution of failure to Fbar (1.0) 
was: (251) (0.5) (1/ 500) = 0.25. In case lb Ncorr = 2171, 
its contribution to Fbar (0.9) was { (217Ix4)/(5xl5)} (1 / 500) = 
0.23. Both of these contributions were quite high compared 
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with Fbar and therefore the computed A1 's were different, -a 
except for MML and RE procedures which were due to the fact 
that nand X in chapter II section D and Eon pagesl8 and 19 
rounded up to the next integer. In these cases the ML, MD 
and MN procedures yield higher and the LG procedure yields 
lower A1_a's with the SECOND METHOD, but this was not so for 
the other cases. 
A more detailed quantitative analysis is needed to deter-
mine the range of values of k, ni and pi for which the FIRST 
METHOD is better than the SECOND METHOD for each procedure 
and vice versa. This is beyond the scope of this study. 
D. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
The overall performance of ML, MD and MN procedures are 
comparable although with medium sample size (thirty) MD and 
MN procedures perform better than the ML procedure, but with 
small sample size (fifteen) the ML procedure seems to perform 
better than MD and MN procedures. 
The LG, MML and RE procedures tend to yield satisfactory 
results using unequal sample sizes (mix of large, medium and 
small sample sizes), while the MN procedure always yields 
unsatisfactory results. The ML and MD procedures are still 
comparable under these conditions. 
The randomization technique was successful since RE 
procedure yielded better results than MML procedure. 
29 
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The ML procedure is simple and easy to implement, there-
fore this procedure can also be used as a rough and ready 
method. The MD procedure requires a computer to work with 
while the MN procedure can be solved with a handheld calcula-




.. TABULATED SIMULATION RESULTS 
Case 1a: k=5, pi=0.990, n . =15, i=1,2, ... ,5. R =0.951 l s · 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 1.0, Nfail = 251 
********90% CL********** *********80% CL********* 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .907 .861 .060 50 .928 .887 .054 50 
MD .872 .830 .056 50 . 912 .874 .052 50 
LG .708 .660 .053 50 .818 .776 .049 50 
MML .778 .734 .053 50 .824 .782 .051 50 
RE .847 .773 .062 100 .873 .818 .059 100 
MN .810 .777 .042 50 .855 .823 .041 50 
Case 1b: same as 1a 
.... SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 0 . 9 , Ncorr = 2171 
ML .939 .869 .079 50 .954 .893 .070 50 
MD .901 .837 .073 50 .938 .879 .067 50 
LG .652 .627 .020 82 .797 .766 .039 50 
MML .778 .728 .056 50 .824 .777 .054 50 
RE .847 .768 .065 100 .873 .814 .061 100 
MN .885 .829 .065 50 .914 .862 .061 50 
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TABLE II.2 (Continued) 
... 
Case 2a: Same as la, except n.=30, 
~ i=l' 2' ... ' 5 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 1.6, Nfail = 121 
********90% CL********** ********80% CL********* 
A. 90 rn s ACL A 
.80 rn s ACL 
ML .953 .899 .050 76 ' .964 .915 .045 45 
MD .934 .882 .048 76 .956 .908 .044 76 
LG .842 .791 .036 76 .905 .857 .038 76 
MML .880 .824 .045 76 .906 .854 .042 76 
RE .905 .845 .048 100 .913 .873 .045 100 
MN . 901 .861 .036 76 .925 .887 .035 76 
Case 2b: Same as 2a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 1.6, Ncorr = 1844 
.. 
ML .980 .902 .058 76 .985 .918 .051 45 
MD .959 .885 .055 76 .977 . 911 .050 51 
LG .819 .797 .029 76 . 910 .862 .040 76 
MML .880 .823 .044 76 .906 .853 .042 76 
RE .905 .843 .048 100 .913 .872 .045 100 
MN .948 .884 .050 76 .962 .904 .046 76 
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TABLE II.3 \Continued) 
... 
Case 3a: Same as 1a, except n.=50, J. i=1, 2, ... ,5 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 2. 5, Nfai1 = 49 
********90% CL********** ********80 % CL**'k******* 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .955 . 915 .040 68 .963 .928 .037 68 
MD .944 .905 .039 86 .959 .924 .036 68 
LG .893 .860 .032 90 .930 .896 .033 90 
MML .901 .868 .036 90 .920 .889 .034 90 
RE .926 .880 .038 98 .931 .900 .035 93 
MN .925 .897 .031 90 .941 .914 .031 90 
Case 3b: Same as 3a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 2. 5, Ncorr = 1529 
ML .953 .916 .043 68 .962 .928 .039 68 
.. MD .942 .906 . 042 72 .957 .924 .038 68 
LG .889 .860 .030 90 .927 .897 .034 90 
MML .899 .868 .036 90 .918 .888 .034 90 
RE .925 .880 .037 98 .929 .900 .035 93 
MN .941 .908 .038 73 .953 .921 .036 68 
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TABLE II.4 (Continued) 
• 




i=1,2, ... ,5. R =0.890 
s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 1.8, Nfai1 = 84 
********90 % CL********** ********80% CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .907 .786 .096 83 .879 .819 .087 53 
MD .872 .760 .089 83 .866 .808 .084 83 
LG .708 .614 .057 83 .780 .721 .066 83 
MML .778 .671 .076 83 .765 .720 .074 83 
RE .818 .706 .083 100 .825 .754 .080 97 
MN .810 .725 .069 83 .813 .771 .069 83 
Case 4b: Same as 4a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 1.9, Ncorr = 1754 
ML .939 .780 .103 83 .861 .813 .093 65 
MD .901 .754 .095 83 .849 .802 .0~0 53 
LG .652 .609 .044 81 .759 .717 .064 83 
MML .778 .665 .074 83 .751 .716 .072 83 
RE .818 . 701 .081 100 .815 .750 .079 97 
MN .885 .754 .089 83 .837 .791 .084 83 
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TABLE II.S (Continued) 
.. 
Case Sa: Same as 4a, except n.=30, 
l. 
i=1,2, ... ,5 
FIRST METHOD : Fbar = 3 . 5 ' Nfai1 = 10 
********90 % CL********** ********80 % CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .925 .818 .068 75 .897 . 84 2 .063 70 
MD .907 .805 .065 87 .890 .836 . 062 85 
LG .795 .741 .046 98 .848 .796 .052 95 
MML .842 .754 .058 98 .834 .787 .056 98 
RE .853 .773 .061 98 .856 .805 .US B 92 
MN .877 .799 .055 98. .877 . 8 26 .054 75 
Case 51J : Same as Sa 
• 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 3. 6' Ncorr = 1217 
.. 
ML .919 .816 .068 76 .893 .840 .063 70 
MD .902 .803 .065 87 .887 .834 .062 83 
LG .818 .744 .050 98 .845 .797 .055 89 
MML .837 .753 . 0 57 98 .834 .787 .055 98 
RE .849 .772 .060 98 .856 .804 .057 93 
MN .902 .808 .062 87 .883 .832 .059 76 
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TABLE II.6 (Continued) 
,., 
Case 6a: Same as 4a, except n.=50, i=1,2, ... ,5 
~ 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 5 . 7 ' Nfai1 = 1 
********90% CL********** **********80% CL ******** 
A 
.90 m 
s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .899 .838 .052 82 .891 .856 .049 71 
MD .889 .830 .051 91 .887 .852 .048 81 
LG .851 .796 .045 98 .864 .831 .045 89 
MML .855 .789 .047 98 .855 .823 .04:5 92 
RE .872 .809 .048 95 .874 .833 .045 89 
MN .890 ,832 .047 87 .886 .850 .045 82 
" 
Case 6b: Same as 6a 
• SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 5. 7' Ncorr = 779 
• 
ML .898 ,837 .052 82 .891 .855 .049 79 
.. MD .889 .829 .050 90 .887 .852 .048 79 
LG .851 .796 .045 98 .864 .830 .045 90 
MML .855 .798 .047 98 .855 .822 .045 92 
RE .872 .809 .047 95 .874 .833 .045 89 
MN .892 .835 .049 82 .886 . 852 .047 81 
• 
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TABLE II.7 (Continued) 
Case 7a: p.=0.961, n.=15, i=l,2, •.. ,5 R =0.820 
~ ~ s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3.0, Nfai1 = 25 
*********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
m s ACL m s ACL 
ML . 851 .700 .115 79 .879 .740 .107 63 
MD • 820 .680 .107 79 .866 .731 .104 78 
LG .631 .570 .067 95 .742 .662 .082 95 
MML .716 .605 .088 95 • 7-6 5 .655 .087 95 
RE .766 .636 .094 97 .772 .686 .092 91 
MN .765 .660 .088 95 .813 .706 .089 79 
Case 7b: Same as 7a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 3.1, Ncorr = 1381 
.,. 
ML .831 .692 .115 79 .861 .732 .107 76 
MD ·• .802 .673 .106 82 .849 .724 .103 79 
LG .652 .567 .065 91 .755 .657 .082 95 
MML .700 .601 .085 95 .751 .652 .084 95 
RE .753 .633 .091 9-7 .762 .683 .090 94 
MN .801 .677 .103 84 .837 .717 .099 79 
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TABLE II.8 (Continued) 
.... 
Case 8a: Same as 7a, except . n . =30, for all i, i=l, 2, ... , 5 
~ 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 5 . 6 , Nfa•il = 2 
' ********90% CL********** ********80 % CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .835 .742 .078 83 .823 .771 .074 69 
MD .822 .732 .075 84 .818 .766 .073 83 
' 
LG .764 .683 .061 99 .784 .734 .065 89 
MML .772 .689 .067 91 .771 .724 .066 91 
RE .801 .706 .070 93 .794 .741 .068 86 
MN .821 .734 .070 87 .815 .762 .068 83 
Case 8b: Same as 8a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 5. 7, Ncorr = 768 
' 
ML .833 .741 .078 83 .822 .769 .073 71 
MD .820 .731 .075 88 .817 .765 .072 81 
LG .762 .684 .064 99 .783 .734 .066 89 
MML .772 .689 .067 91 .771 .724 .065 91 
RE .800 .706 .069 94 .794 .740 .067 86 
MN .825 .738 .073 83 .816 .765 .070 82 
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TABLE II.9 (Continued) 
-.&.-
case 9a: Same as 7a except n.=50 for all i, i=l,2, ... ,5. ]. 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 9. 6 Nfail = 0 
*********90% CL********* ********80 % CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .8U m s ACL 
ML .829 .757 .060 84 .827 .779 .057 76 
MD .821 .751 .058 85 .824 .777 .057 76 
LG .790 .725 .054 95 .804 .759 .054 84 
M..ML .792 .726 .054 95 .796 .752 .053 87 
RE .808 .736 .055 92 .803 .762 . 054 86 
MN .826 .757 .057 85 .82 4 .778 .055 76 
Case 9b: Same as 9a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 9.6, Ncorr = 376 
• 
ML .828 .757 .060 84 .827 .779 .057 76 
MD .820 .751 .058 87 .824 .777 .057 76 
LG .790 .724 .054 96 .804 .759 .054 84 
MML .792 .726 .054 95 .796 .752 .053 87 
RE .808 .736 .055 92 .803 .762 .054 86 
MN .827 .758 .057 84 .825 .779 .056 76 
.. 
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TABLE II.lO (Continued) 
Case lOa: k=5, p . =0.950, n . =l5, i=l,2, ... ,5. Rs=0.774 ~ ~ 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3.7, Nfail = 14 
********90 % CL********** ********80 % CL********** 
m . s ACL m s ACL 
ML .851 .650 .123 76 .799 .693 .116 72 
MD .820 .634 .114 88 .789 .680 .112 72 
LG . 6 31 .542 .077 97 .701 .626 .091 95 
MML .716 .567 .094 97 .699 .618 .094 89 
RE .723 .597 .099 95 .727 .647 . 098 90 
MN .765 .621 .099 89 .765 .667 .100 76 
Case lOb: Same as lOa 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 3. 8' Ncorr = 1145 
• 
ML .831 .643 .121 86 .788 .687 .114 72 
.... MD .802 .628 .112 89 .778 .680 .111 76 
LG .619 .538 .076 96 .704 .621 .091 93 
MML .700 .565 .091 97 .699 .616 .092 89 
RE .716 .595 .097 96 .724 .645 .096 90 
MN .801 .633 .110 89 .770 .674 .107 79 
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TABLE II.ll (Continued) 
.... 
Case lla: Same as lOa, except n.=30, 
~ 
i=l,2, ... 5. 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 7. 6' Nfail = 0 
********90% CL********** ********80% CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .794 .681 .084 83 .787 .712 .081 76 
MD .782 .673 .081 88 .783 ;708 .080 76 
LG .729 .633 .071 98 .750 .681 .074 88 
MML .737 .636 .073 96 .738 .672 .072 89 
RE .742 .652 .075 95 .745 .687 .074 89 
MN .776 .677 .078 88 .778 .707 .076 77 
Case llb: Same as lla 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 7 . 6 ' Ncorr = 551 
.. 
ML .791 .680 .084 86 .786 .711 .081 76 
MD .779 .672 .081 88 .781 .707 .079 76 
LG .726 .632 .071 98 .748 .680 .073 88 
MML .737 .636 .072 96 .738 .672 .072 89 
RE .742 .652 .075 95 .745 .687 .074 89 
MN .786 .680 .080 88 .781 .708 .078 76 
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TABLE II.12 (Continued) 
• 
Case 12a: Same as lOa, except n . =50, 
1. 
i=1,2, ... ,5. 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 12.5, Nfail = 0 
********90% CL********* *********80% CL********* 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .785 .703 .061 89 .770 .727 . . 0 59 81 
MD .778 .698 .060 89 .768 .725 .059 81 
LG .750 .676 .056 97 .750 .710 .056 Cl9 
MML .750 .676 .056 95 .745 .704 .055 89 
RE .754 .686 .056 95 .760 .713 .056 86 
MN .782 .706 .058 89 .770 .728 .057 81 
Case 12b: Same as 12a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 12.5, Ncorr = 187 
ML .784 .703 .061 89 .770 .727 .059 81 
MD .778 .689 .059 89 .768 .725 .058 81 
LG .749 .675 .056 97 .750 .709 .056 89 
MML .750 .676 .056 95 .745 .704 .055 89 
RE .754 .686 .056 95 .760 .713 .056 86 
MN .785 .706 .059 89 .770 .728 .058 81 
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TABLE II.13 (Continued) 
... 
Case 13a: k-5, pi=0.947, N.=15, ~ i=1, ... ,5. R =0.762 s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3.9, Nfai1 = 7 
********90% CL********** *********80 % CL********* 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .762 .641 .120 77 .799 .684 .114 63 
MD .738 .626 .111 89 .789 .677 .110 74 
LG .627 .535 .075 98 .701 .619 .089 97 
MML .648 .559 .091 98 .699 .610 .092 91 
RE .714 .590 .097 96 .729 .640 .096 89 
MN .721 .614 .098 91 .765 .660 .098 77 
Case 13b: Same as 13a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 4 • 0 1 Ncorr =1122 
ML .750 .634 .117 87 .788 .677 .111 74 
" 
MD .727 .619 .108 89 .778 .671 .107 74 
LG .617 .533 .076 95 .704 .614 .089 93 
~lML .648 .55 7 .089 98 .699 .608 .089 91 
RE .707 .588 .094 98 .726 .638 .094 92 
MN .731 .62 4 .106 79 .770 .665 .10 4 75 
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TABLE II.14 (Continued) 
~ 
Case 14a: Same as 13a 1 except n.=30 1 i=1121•••15. 1. 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 8 • 0 1 Nfai1 = 0 
********90% CL********** **"'*****80% CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .794 .668 .085 88 .785 .700 .081 78 
MD .782 .661 .081 88 .780 .697 .080 77 
LG .729 .623 .072 96 .748 .671 .075 88 
MML .737 .626 .073 96 .738 .661 .072 89 
RE .743 .641 .075 94 .743 .677 .074 86 
MN .776 .666 .078 88 .771 .696 .077 79 
Case 14b: Same as 14a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 8 • 0 1 Ncorr = 493 
ML .791 .668 .084 88 .782 .699 .081 78 
MD .779 .660 .081 88 .778 .696 .080 77 
LG .726 .622 .072 98 .745 .670 .074 88 
MML .737 .626 .073 96 .738 .661 .072 89 
RE .743 .641 .075 94 .743 .677 .074 86 
MN .786 .668 .080 88 .778 .697 .078 78 
... 
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T.ZillLE II.l5 (Continued) 
... 
Case 15a: Same as 13a, except n . =50, i=1,2, ... ,5. 
~ 
FIRST ME'l'HOD: Fbar = 13.2, Nfail = 0 
********90% CL********** *********80% CL********** 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .766 .690 .060 85 .768 .715 .059 77 
MD .760 .685 .059 92 .766 .713 .058 77 
LG .733 .664 .055 97 .749 .697 .056 85 
MML .734 .665 .055 97 .741 .692 .054 86 
RE .743 .674 .056 95 .745 .701 .055 85 
MN .767 .693 .058 86 .768 .715 .057 77 
Case 15b: Same as 15a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar =13.2, Ncorr = 169 
.. 
ML .766 .690 .060 85 .768 .715 .059 77 
MD .760 .685 .059 92 .766 .713 .058 77 
LG .733 .663 .055 97 .748 .697 .056 85 
MML .734 .665 .055 97 .741 .692 .054 86 
RE .743 .674 .056 95 .745 .701 .055 85 
MN .767 .694 .058 85 .768 .716 .057 77 
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TABLE II.16 (Continued) 
• Case 16a: k=15, pi=0.995, n.=5, i=1,2, ••. ,s. R =0.928 ~ s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 1.3, Nfai1 = 157 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML . 907 .831 .078 68 .928 .860 .071 68 
MD .872 .801 .072 68 .912 .847 .068 68 
LG .708 .632 .057 68 .818 .748 .058 68 
MML .778 .707 .064 68 .824 .756 .063 68 
RE .839 .745 .072 100 .850 .792 .069 100 
MN .810 .757 .053 68 .855 .803 .053 68 
Case 16b: Same as 16a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 1. 41 Ncorr = 6952 
.. 
ML .939 .827 .094 68 .954 .856 .084 68 
MD . 901 .798 .087 68 .938 .843 .081 68 
LG .646 .620 .030 68 .797 .744 .053 68 
MML .778 .701 .064 68 .824 .750 .063 68 
RE .839 .740 .072 100 .850 .787 .069 100 
MN .895 .804 .079 68 .920 .836 .074 68 
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TABLE II.17 (Continued) 
,. 
Case 17a: Same as 16a, except n.=30, 
~ 
i=1,2, ... ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 2.3, Nfai1 = 37 
********90% CL*********** ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .925 .867 .058 68 .939 .887 .053 68 
MD .907 .852 .055 92 .932 .880 .052 68 
LG .796 .764 .035 92 .861 .830 .042 92 
MML .842 .796 .049 92 .871 .828 .047 92 
RE .880 .816 .052 100 .889 .846 .050 97 
MN .877 .840 .043 92 .904 .865 .042 92 
Case 17b: Same as 17a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 2. 4, Ncorr = 6426 
• 
ML .918 .865 .061 76 .933 .884 .055 68 
.. MD .901 .850 .058 81 .926 .878 .054 87 
LG .816 .777 .039 92 .877 .835 .046 92 
MML .837 .795 .048 92 .867 .826 .046 92 
RE .876 .815 .051 100 .886 .845 .049 97 
MN .906 .857 .054 76 .923 .878 .051 76 
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TABLE II.18 (Continued) 
• 
Case 18a: Same as 16a, except n.=SO, 
l. 
i=1,2, ... ,5o 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3. 8' Nfai1 = 18 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .955 .883 .046 74 .937 .898 .043 73 
MD .944 .874 .045 88 .933 .894 .042 73 
LG .893 .832 .037 96 .899 .868 .039 88 
MML .901 .840 .042 96 .896 .862 .039 88 
RE .904 .851 .043 96 .909 .873 .040 91 
MN .925 .873 .038 88 .925 .890 .037 74 
Case 18b: Same as 18a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 3. 8' Ncorr = 5851 
'" 
ML .952 .882 .048 79 .936 .897 .044 73 
MD . 941 .873 .046 88 .931 • 89 3 .043 73 
LG .888 .834 .038 96 .904 .869 .040 95 
MML .899 .839 .041 96 .896 .862 .039 88 
RE .902 .851 .043 96 .909 .873 .040 91 




TABLE II.19 (Continued) 
Case 19a: k=10, p.=0.990, n.=15, i=12, ... ,10. R =0.904 
~ ~ s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 1. 6, Nfai1 = 110 
********90 % CL********** ********80% CL*********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .907 .801 .090 78 .928 .833 .082 78 
MD .872 .774 .083 78 .912 .821 .079 78 
LG .708 .61 8 .056 78 .818 .729 .063 78 
MML .778 .684 .072 78 .824 .733 .070 78 
RE .820 .719 .079 100 .833 .766 .076 100 
MN .810 .736 .062 78 .855 .782 .062 78 
Case 19b: Same as 19a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 1. 8, Ncorr = 4289 
• 
ML .939 .794 .102 78 .954 .826 .091 72 
MD . 901 .768 .094 78 .938 .815 .088 78 
LG .648 .611 .037 88 .797 .725 .061 78 
MML .77 8 .678 .071 78 .824 .728 .069 78 
RE .820 .714 .078 100 .833 .762 .075 100 





TABLE II.20 (Continued) 
.. 
Case 20a: Same as 19a, except N. =30, i=1,2, ... ,10 
~ 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3 . 0 , Nfai1 = 23 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .925 .839 .066 81 .897 .861 .061 59 
MD .907 .825 .064 81 .890 .855 .060 80 
LG .796 .751 .043 95 .849 .811 .050 95 
MML .842 .773 .057 95 .834 .805 .054 95 
RE .869 .791 .059 98 .868 .822 .056 93 
MN .877 .818 .053 95 .877 .844 .052 81 
Case 20b: Same as 20a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 3.1, Ncorr = 3703 
41 
ML .919 .837 .068 81 .892 .859 .062 78 
MD .901 .823 .065 83 .886 .853 .061 81 
LG .816 .758 .048 95 .844 .813 .054 95 
MML .837 .772 .056 95 .834 .804 .054 95 
RE .865 .790 .058 98 .868 .821 .055 94 
MN .905 .831 .062 81 .885 .853 .058 81 
50 
.. 
TABLE II.2l (Continued) 
Case 2la: Same as l9a, except n . =SO, i=l,2, ... ,10 
l. 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 5. 0, Nfail = 5 
********90 % CL********** ********80 % CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A. 80 m s ACL 
ML .925 .853 .048 80 .913 .870 .044 76 
MD . 915 .844 .046 89 .909 .867 .044 76 
LG .856 .809 .039 99 .880 .843 .040 94 
MML .876 .812 .043 96 .874 .836 .041 89 
RE .879 .823 .044 97 .881 .846 .042 91 
MN . 910 .847 ,042 89 .902 .865 .040 80 
Case 2lb: Same as 2la 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 50 1' Ncorr = 3019 
4 
ML .923 .852 .048 86 . 911 .869 .045 76 
MD .913 .843 .047 89 .907 .866 .044 76 
LG .869 .809 .040 99 .883 .843 .041 89 
MML .876 .812 .043 96 .874 .836 .041 89 
RE .879 .823 .044 97 .881 .846 .0 42 91 






TABLE II.22 (Continued) 
Case 22a: k=15, pi=0.990 ., i=1,2, ... ,14, p 15=0.995~ ni=lS, 
i=1,2, ... ,15. Rs=0.864 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 2.3, Nfai1 = 62 


















ML .939 .744 
MD .901 .722 
LG .646 .590 
MML .778 .643 
RE .796 .678 
















































































TABLE II.23 (Continued) 
Case 23a: Same as 22a, except n . =30, i=1,2, ... ,15 
l 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar =4.3, Nfai1 = 6 
********90% CL********** ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
. 80 m s ACL 
ML .877 .793 .072 78 . 89 7 .818 .067 66 
MD .862 .781 .069 92 .890 .813 .066 78 
LG .772 .719 .050 99 .837 .774 .056 92 
MML .803 .733 .061 99 .834 .767 .059 92 
RE .833 .751 .064 95 .839 .784 .062 90 
MN .853 .780 .060 79 .877 .807 .059 78 
Case 23b: Same as 23a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 4. 3, Ncorr = 5644 
~ ML .872 .789 .072 78 .892 .815 .067 76 
MD .857 .777 .069 92 .886 .810 .066 76 
LG .789 .723 .056 99 .842 .775 .059 92 
HML .803 .733 .061 99 .834 .767 .059 92 
RE .833 .751 .064 96 .839 .784 .062 90 
MN .865 .789 .067 79 .886 .812 .064 76 
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TABLE II.24 (Continued) 
-
Case 24a: Same as 22a, except n . =SO, 
l. 
i=1,2, •.. ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 7 . 3 , Nfai1 = 0 
*********90 % CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .875 .805 .053 85 .869 .825 .050 75 
MD .866 .797 .052 85 .865 .822 .050 76 
LG .830 .767 .046 99 .843 .801 .047 90 
MML .832 .769 .048 94 .834 .794 .046 85 
RE .848 .780 .049 94 .843 .805 .0 47 88 
MN .869 .804 .049 85 .865 .823 .047 77 
Case 24b: Same as 24a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 7 o 3 1 Ncorr = 4628 
.-
ML .873 .804 .053 85 .868 .824 .050 75 
MD .864 .796 .052 92 .864 .821 .050 81 
LG .829 .767 .047 98 .842 .801 .047 92 
MML .832 .769 .048 98 .834 .794 .046 93 
RE .848 .780 .049 94 .843 . 804 .047 88 
MN .873 .807 .050 85 .867 .825 .048 75 
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TABLE II.25 (Continued) 
- Case 25a: k=15, p.=0.990, N.=15, i=1,2, ... ,15. R =0.860 1 1 s 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 2.3, Nfai1 = 46 
********90% CL********** *********80% CL********** 
m s ACL m s ACL 
ML .851 .751 .103 65 .879 .787 .095 65 
MD . 820 .728 .095 91 .866 .777 . 091 65 
LG .681 .587 .054 91 .742 .692 .069 91 
MML .716 .645 .078 91 .765 .695 .077 91 
RE • 783 .678 .084 99 .804 .727 .082 95 
MN .765 .702 .073 91 .813 .747 .074 91 
Case 25b: same as 25a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 2. 5' Ncorr = 6460 
( 
ML .828 .739 .107 81 .859 .776 .098 81 
MD .799 .716 .099 91 .846 .766 .095 80 
LG .646 .590 .052 92 .755 .689 .071 91 
MML .700 .640 .076 91 .751 .690 .075 91 
RE .773 .674 .082 99 .793 .723 .080 95 
MN .808 .728 .094 91 .841 .764 .090 75 
.. 
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TABLE II.26 (Continued) 
-
Case 26a: Same as 25a, except rii=30, i=1,2' ... ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 4. 5' Nfai1 = 6 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A .90 m s ACL A . 80 m s ACL 
ML .877 .785 .077 81 .858 .810 .072 67 
MD .862 .773 .074 82 .853 .805 .070 80 
~ 
LG .772 .713 .054 99 .815 .767 .061 93 
MML .803 .726 .065 93 .805 .760 .063 93 
RE .832 .744 .067 96 .835 .777 .065 89 
MN .853 .773 .065 82 .846 .800 .064 81 
Case 26b: Same as 25a 
.#(. SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 4 . 6 ' Ncorr = 5591 
ML .872 .781 .077 81 .855 .807 .072 78 
MD .857 .770 .073 87 .849 .802 .070 79 
LG .789 .716 .060 99 .811 .768 .063 93 
MML .803 .726 .065 99 .805 .760 .063 93 
RE .832 .744 .067 96 .835 .777 .065 89 




TABLE II.27 (Continued) 
- Case 27a: Same as 25a, except n.=SO, ~ i-1,2, ... ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 7. 4, Nfai1 = 1 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 rn s ACL A. 80 rn s ACL 
ML .875 .802 .057 80 .869 .822 .054 74 
MD .866 .795 .055 86 .865 .819 .053 74 
LG .823 .765 .049 98 .844 .799 .050 86 
MML .832 .767 .051 94 .834 .792 .050 86 
RE .841 .778 .052 95 .846 .802 .050 89 
MN .869 .802 .052 86 .865 .821 .051 74 
Case 27b: Same as 27a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 7. 5' Ncorr = 4577 
"" 
ML .873 .801 .056 86 .868 .821 .054 74 
•· MD .864 .794 .055 86 .864 .818 .053 74 
LG .829 .765 .050 98 .842 .799 .050 86 
MML .832 .767 .051 94 .834 .792 .050 86 
RE .841 .777 .052 95 .846 .802 .050 89 




TABLE II.28 (Continued) 
case 28a: k=15, pi=0.995, i=1,2, .•. ,14, p 15=0.850, ni=15, 
i=1,2, ... ,15. Rs=0.792 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 3.2, Nfai1 = 16 
********90% CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 
















ML .828 .664 
MD .799 .647 
LG .641 .548 
MML .700 .578 
RE .739 .611 
















































































TABLE II.29 (Continued) 
- Case 29a: Same as 28a, except n.=30, 
.1. 
i=1,2, ... ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 6. 6' Nfai1 = 1 
********90% CL********** ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 rn s ACL A 
.80 rn s ACL 
ML .796 .702 .081 83 .790 .733 .078 80 
MD .783 .693 .078 91 .785 .729 .076 80 
LG .731 .651 .067 98 .754 .701 .069 91 
MML .737 .653 .071 98 .745 .689 .070 92 
RE .761 .670 .073 96 .768 .705 .071 89 
MN .784 .694 .073 92 .785 .724 .072 80 
Case 29b: Same as 29a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 6.7, Ncorr = 5985 
ML .792 .699 .081 90 .787 .730 . 077 80 
MD .780 .690 .078 91 .783 .726 .076 80 
LG .726 .648 .066 99 .750 .698 .069 92 
MML .737 .652 .071 98 .745 .688 .070 92 
RE .761 .669 .072 96 .766 .705 .071 89 
MN .792 .706 .076 89 .786 .732 .074 80 
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,. 
TABLE II.30 (Continued) 
- Case 30a: Same as 28a, except n.=50, 
~ 
i=1,2 1 o o o ,15 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 10.9, Nfai1 = 0 
********90 % CL********** *********80 % CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A. 80 m s ACL 
ML . 80 3 .723 .061 87 .800 .747 .059 78 
MD .796 .718 .059 88 .797 .745 .058 78 
LG .766 .695 .054 98 .777 .7 29 .054 87 
MML .766 .693 .056 97 .768 .721 .055 89 
RE .774 .703 .057 95 .775 .731 .056 87 
MN .800 .724 .057 88 .793 .746 .056 79 
Case 30b: Same as 30a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 11.0, Ncorr = 5 499 
ML .802 .722 .061 87 .798 .746 .058 78 
MD .795 .717 .059 89 .796 .744 .058 78 
LG .76 4 .694 .054 9 8 .778 .728 .054 87 
MML .766 .693 .056 97 .768 .720 .055 89 
RE .773 .703 .057 95 .775 .730 .056 87 









TABLE II.31 (Continued) 




.995 .985 .979 .988 .982 .980 
.995 .968 . 9 80 .900 
n. =15, 
~ i= 1 ' 2 ' ... ' 13 • 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 4.5, Nfai1 = 5 
********90 % CL********* ********80 % 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m 
ML .762 .602 .123 84 .731 .647 
MD .738 .589 .114 84 .723 .641 
LG .598 .510 .081 99 .663 .588 
MML .648 .531 .094 93 .655 . 581 
RE .685 .560 .098 94 .690 .610 
MN .721 .583 .102 86 . 709 .628 
Case 31b: Same as 31a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 4 . 7' Ncorr = 4779 
ML .745 .591 .120 84 .718 .637 
MD .723 .579 .112 91 .711 .631 
LG .607 .502 .080 99 .648 .579 
MML .6 48 .526 .094 93 .655 .577 
RE .685 .555 .098 95 .6 89 .605 
MN .735 .593 .110 84 .711 .633 
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TABLE II.32 (Continued) 
• Case 32a: Same 31a, except n . =30, i=1,2, ... ,13 as 
~ 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 9. 3' Nf ai1 = 0 
********90 % CL********* ********80 % CL********** 
A 
.90 rn s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .728 .631 .080 85 .727 .663 .078 75 
MD .718 .625 .077 90 .723 .661 .077 82 
LG .675 .590 .069 96 .695 .637 .072 88 
MML .678 .594 .069 96 .682 .630 .069 86 
RE .701 .609 .071 93 .704 .644 .071 86 
MN .725 .633 .075 87 .724 .663 .07 4 79 
Case 32b : Same as 32a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 9 . 4' Ncorr = 3673 
-4 
ML .725 .629 .080 87 .724 .661 .077 78 
MD .716 .623 .077 90 .721 .659 .076 84 
LG .672 .588 .069 97 .692 .635 .071 90 
'MML .678 .593 .069 96 .682 .629 .069 86 
.RE .701 .608 .071 93 .70 4 .644 .071 86 
MN .729 .637 .076 85 .725 .665 .075 76 
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TABLE II.33 (Continued) 
• 
Case 33a : Same as 31a,except ni=50, i=1,2, ... ,13 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 15.6, Nfai1 = 0 
*********90 % CL******** ********80% CL********** 
A.90 m s -ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
ML .729 .652 .063 84 .733 .678 .061 77 
MD .72 4 .648 .061 87 .731 .676 .061 77 
LG .700 .628 .058 95 .714 .662 .058 84 
MML .699 .630 .057 93 .707 .658 .057 84 
RE .710 .639 .058 93 .716 .667 .057 82 
MN .733 .659 .060 84 .734 .681 .059 77 
Case 3 3b': : Same as 33a 
... 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 15.6, Ncorr = 2752 
ML .729 .652 .063 84 .732 .677 .061 77 
MD .723 .648 .061 90 .730 .676 .061 77 
LG .699 .628 .058 95 .713 .661 .058 84 
MML .699 .630 .057 93 .707 .658 . 057 84 
RE .709 .639 .058 93 .716 .666 .057 82 
MN .735 .660 . 061 84 .736 .682 .060 77 
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TABLE II.34 (Continued) 
• Case 34a: k=13. R =0.723 
s 
p. : .995 . 9 85 .979 .988 .982 .980 .967 .995 
1 
.970 .995 .968 .980 .900 
n.: 150 90 75 100 125 18 28 125 
1 
63 125 59 5 19 
FIRST !vlETHOD: Fbar = 15.5, Nfai1 = 0 
********90% CL ********** ********80% CL*********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 rn s ACL 
!vlL .749 .621 .110 81 .740 .656 .101 72 
MD 
LG .721 .594 .108 91 .724 .641 .099 80 
MivlL .721 .594 .109 90 .716 .631 .102 81 
.RE 
.737 .611 .104 86 .733 .647 .097 77 
MN .491 .404 .065 100 .549 .484 .070 100 
• 
·Case 34b,: Same as 34a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 15.6, Ncorr = 2425 
ML .723 .603 .102 90 .720 .640 .095 80 
MD .656 .559 .086 99 .699 .624 .089 88 
LG .683 .570 .097 97 .700 .624 .091 87 
1-ML .685 .571 .098 97 .687 .611 .094 91 
RE .703 .590 .095 94 .708 .630 .090 85 
MN .553 .453 .078 100 .594 .522 .080 100 
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TABLE II.35 (Continued) 
• Case 35a~: k=15. R =0.860 
s 
p.: .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 
~ 
.990 .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 .990 
n.: 250 40 120 15 130 65 70 75 
~ 
100 90 60 60 20 30 40 
FIRST METHOD: Fbar = 11.6, Nfai1 = 0 
********90 % CL********* ********80% CL********** 
A. 90 m s ACL A 
.80 m s ACL 
·ML .881 .803 .064 80 .874 .823 .059 72 
MD 
LG .861 .776 .067 89 .862 .809 .060 79 
MML .862 .778 .068 89 .856 .802 .062 82 
RE .870 .788 .066 86 .863 .812 .060 78 
..... 
MN .780 .720 .049 100 .803 .762 .048 99 
• 
Case 3 5b': : Same as 35a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 11.6, Ncorr = 3881 
ML .876 .800 .063 82 .870 .820 .058 73 
MD .855 .784 .060 91 .865 .815 .057 76 
LG .854 .772 .065 92 .857 .806 .058 81 
MML .856 .774 .066 91 .853 .799 .061 83 
RE .864 .785 .064 88 . 859 .809 .059 80 
MN .811 .743 .056 99 .824 .778 .053 95 
... 
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TABLE II.36 (Concluded) 
• 
Case 36a: k=l5. R =0.792 
s 
p ~ • i . .995 .995 .995 .995 .995 .995 .995 .995 
.995 .995 .995 .995 .995 .995 .850 
n ;s •• 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
~ 
20 20 20 20 20 20 150 
FIRST ME rHOIJ: : Fbar = 23.9, Nf ail = 0 
********90 % CL**** ***** **** * ****80 % CL*** ******* 
A 
.90 m s ACL A .80 m s ACL 
ML .824 .732 .072 78 .808 .754 .066 71 
MD 
LG .814 .714 .075 81 .803 .744 .067 75 
MML .812 .713 .075 81 .798 .737 .068 77 
RE .816 .721 .072 81 .804 .745 .066 75 
., 
MN .733 .677 .048 99 .751 .713 .049 96 
Case 3 61:1: : Same as 36a 
SECOND METHOD: Fbar = 24.3, Ncorr = 6296 
ML .802 .711 .069 86 .791 .735 .064 80 
MD .788 .697 . . 067 91 .785 .730 .063 81 
LG .790 .692 .071 88 .781 .724 .064 84 
M1L .789 .691 .071 88 .776 .718 .066 84 
RE .794 .701 .069 88 .785 .72 8 .064 83 
MN .749 .67 6 .058 97 .759 .709 .057 93 
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• APPENDIX 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The computer program consists of two main programs and 
five subroutines. The two main programs are basically the 
same. The first main program is used with the FIRST METHOD 
of introducing partial component failuresand the second main 
program is used with the SECOND METHOD of introducing partial 
component failures. The main program reads the input (case) 
k, n., p., i=l,2, ... ,k. With this input the main program 
~ ~ 
constructs binomial data and sends this data to subroutines 
MADSKY (Madansky) , RMMLI (Easterling and Randomized Easterling) , 
AMLMAN (Max. l'hood and Mann) and WOODBG (Log-Gamma); these 
subroutines compute lower confidence limits. For each case 
these computations are repeated 500 times. Then subroutine 
• 
CMPARE computes the 90-th and 80-th percentile, mean, std . 
dev. and actual confidence level. 
The programs are self-explanatory since comments are 
inserted throughout the programs. Note that subroutine RANDOM 
and PXSORT are from Ref. 10, subroutine MDBETI from Ref. 3. 
The percentile points of the chi-square and standard normal 
distributions are from Ref. 8. 
The successful root finding technique in the MD procedure 






















































~ ~ SCALAR,~UMBER lf Ct~PCNE~lS I~ SERl ES SY STEM RELI~SILII' 
N(l) = SftMPLE SIZE CF 1- TH CCMPONE~T F(J) = lt-E TRUE COt-'FONENT'S RELIAeH.flYp 
~(1) =~UMBER OF SUCCESSE~~ 
F( I) = ~UMBER GF FAILURES, 
I= 1,2, ••• ,1< 
RhCLR,RHCBI~lRHOA~L,RHC~AN,RHOGA~ ftNC RHO~CO ARE VECTCRS GF lWC 
CC~FCNENTS,CLNTAIN lHE LCWER CONFICENCE LI~Il (LCL) tl 90t ft~[ 
8Ct LEVEL USING MACA~SKY,EASTERLI~G,MAX L'~CCO,MAN~,LCGGAM~A 
ANC RANO(MJZFO EASTERLI~G PRCCEDL~E RESPECTI~ELV 
R~C~AC,RhOEAS,RHOMLE,RHO~CY,RHOWe AND RHO~~l ARE T~C CIME~SlC~ftl 
~R~AYS OF 2X500 SIZE,CO~TAIN THE INFORMATIC~ AS ABGVE kllH 5CC 
REFLICATICNS 
SlC~AO,STDEAS,STD~LE,STO~CY,STD~e ~~C STD~~L ARE VECTCRS CF T~C 
CC~FCNENTS,CCNTAIN STD DEV. OF T~E LCL DISlRIBLTION GF All PRC 
CECLRES ~E~TICNED ftBCVE 
CTL~AC,CTLEAS,CTLMLE,CTL~CV,CTL~e ~NC CTL~~L ~~E VECTC~S CF T~C 
CC~FCNENTS,CCNTAIN ThE 9C-TH AND EC-TH PERCE~TILE CF ~ll ThE 
LCL'~ DISTRIE~TION 
X8F~AC,XBREAS,XBR~LE,XBR~CY,XER~8 ftNC XBR~~l A~E VECTC~S CF T"C 
CC~FCNENTS,CCNTAIN ThE MEAN CF All THE LCL'S CJSTRIELTIC~ 
I~C~AD,I~DEAS,INDMLE,INDMCV,IND~E A~C IND~~L ARE VECTCrS CF T~C 





























































- ~ ' I 4 
CHEN5ICN 
* DHEt-~ICfl. 











15 = SEED FCR SUBRCUTINE RANCOM IS USED TC GE~ERATE Uf\IFCRMLY Cl~lRIBUTED RANDOM "UMBER U(O,l},l~IS RANCC~ "L~eER I~ U~EC TG 
CC"SlRLCT Blt-CMIAL DATA 
ISEEC = SEEC AS ABOVE, T~E RESULTING RANOC~ t-U~BER Y(Ot1) IS SE"T 





~FIlE U ,<;Ol) 
DC <;<;S !CASE = 1,100 Petc«s,szoa t< 
IF (K.EQ.<;<;) GO TC 1000 
RE~C(5,S21) (P(IJ,1=1,K) 
REtC(5,922) (N(I),I=l 1 K) 
foiHt- = N(l) 
DC :~ J = 2,1< 
IF (MINN.NE.N(J)) GC TO 66 
CC~TI~UE 
IFLftG = 1 u~EQUAL SA~PLE SIZE 
IFLtG = C ECUAL SA~PLE SIZE 
]FLAG = C 
GC lC 77 
lFltG = 1 
CCt-lnUE 











c c; 1 









c c t; 2 







·~ ~ 5 c 
CC~l 
CC ':2 

























l c 1 
• ' 
1\P.~>< = 1 
CC lCO I=1rK 
RS=RS>I<P(l) 
~I~N = S~ALLESl SA~PLE SIZE 
IF (N(I).LT.MINN) MINN = N(l) 
CUd INUE 
IF (NfoiA)(.GT.N(l)) GC TO 100 
~~ft)( = LARGEST SAMFLE SIZE 
"~AX= (\(1) 
~A) = I"OEX CF THE LARGEST SA~PLE SIZE 
~AX = I 
CCI\THUE 
NCFAIL = TOTAL NUMBER OF INTRODUCING PARTIAL FAILURE 
U$1(\G THE FIRST MET~OO 
t-.CfAIL=O 
A~ftiL = AVE~AGE FAILURE IN 500 REPLICATIC"S 
tvFtiL = o.o 
cc 120 IR=1 .~oo 
CALL RAI\OOMliSEEO,Y,l) 
TCTf\ = C.O 
SUM~X = 0.0 
DC 110 I=lyK 
fol=f\(!J 
X( 1)=0.0 
DC 105 lftl=1d"' CALL RANCCM(lS,U 1) 
IF(U.LT.P(J)) Xli)=X(l)+l.C 
CCI\TINUE 
TOT~= TCTN + FLCATlN(l)) 
SU~MX = SUMMX + Xll) 
CCI\llt\UE 
IF (TCTI\.NE.SLftiMX) GO TC 101 
FIRST METHOD OF INTRODUCING PARTitl COMPC"E"l FAiluRE 
SEl )((MAX) = X(MAX) - 0.5, IF Xtl) = Ntl) FO~ All I 
X(MAX) = XlMAX) - 0.5 
NCFAIL="CFAIL-+1 
CCt\liNLE 
PSI = ~AX. L'hOOO ESTIMATE OF SYSTEftl RELIAeiLITY 
FSI = 1.0 




















































A~l~) = S~ALLEST NU~BER OF SUC CESS 
AMINX = X(l) 
co 111 J = 1 I< 
f(J) = ~LOAT(NCJ))-XlJl 
AVFAIL = AVFAIL + f(J) 
PSI= PSl*(X(J)/FLCAT(~(J))) 
IF (X(J)eLT.AMINX) AMINX = X(J) 
CCf\TINUf 
CCNliNUE 
SLE~CUTINES FOR CO~PUTING LCL : 
MAC~KY = ~ACA~SKY F~CCECURE 
R~~LI = EASTERLING AND RANDO~IZEn EASTERLI~G FRCCEDURES 
A~L~A~ = MAX. L'HOCC ANC MANN PRCCECURES 
WCCCeG = LCG-GA~MA FROCECURE 
CALL MACSKY(X,N,K,AMINX RHOLR) 
CALL R~~LI(X ~,K,PSI,RHC8IN R~OMOO,Y SI~~A2) 
CALL AMLMANC~,x,~,K,MlNN,PSf 1 R~CAML,~HC~A~,IFltG,SIG~A2) CALL WCCDBG(N,F,R~CGAM,K,MAXJ 
DC 116 1=1,2 
RHCMMLCI,IR)=R~OMOC(I) 
RHCEAS(I,IR)=R~OB!N(l) 
RHC~AO(!,IRt = RHOLR(I) 
RHCMLE(I,IR) = RHOAML(l) 
R~CMCY(!,IR) = RHOMAN(I) 
R~CWf(I,IR) = RHOGAM(I) 
CCNTINUE 
CCf\li~UE 
tvFAil = AVFAIL/500.C 
.. 
C~Ft~E = SUe~CUTINE FOR COMPUTING SO-TH A~C tC-T~ PERCENliLE 
POINTS,MEAN,STO. DEV. ,A~C PERCE~TILE FOINl CLCSEST TC 


























c (<;; t 
CCS7 








0 1 c c 
. -.....) 01(/ 
N 
c lC € 
J 1.:<; 
CllC 
































( C TL M l E ( I ) , XB RM L E (I ) , S T [i fo1 LE ( I ) , I~ C ~ L E ( I ) , I :::: 1, 2 ) (CTLMAC(I) ,XBRMAD(I)fSTOMAQ( I), lf\Dfo#AO( I) ,J::a:l,2) (CTLWB(I) XBRWB(I) S CWB(I) I"O~E(I) 1=1,2) ( C T LEAS ( I J , XB REA S d ) , 5 10 E AS l I } , It\ C E AS ( I ) , I= 1 , 2) ( C T L M t-1 l ( I ) , X BRMM L ( I ) , S T OMML( I ) , I~ D ~ ~L ( I ) , 1 = 1, 2 } ( C T L M C Y ( I ) , X 8 R M C Y ( I ) , S T 0 MC Y ( 1 J , I~ C: t- CY ( I ) , I = 1 , 2 ) 
. / 
SOl FCF~tl(/////,39X, 1 A CC~PARATIVE ANALYSI~ OF SEVERAL MET~CCS FCR CE 
lTEF~It-I~G LCWER 1 ///,40X,•CCNFIDENCE ll~JT ON SEriES SYSTE~ ~E L IAEI 
2LilY LSI~G CC~FCNENT 1 ///,60X, 1 ATTRI8LTES TESl CATA 1 ) 
SC2 FCF~Al(I////,6X, 1 CASE N 1 ,24X,• :',I3///,6X, 1 1\l..t<I-EER OF CCt"PONEf\Ti 9 1 12)(,•:• 13) 
gJ3 FCF~All/1/,eX,•COMPONEI\TS RELIA81LITY' 19X 1 •: 1 ,1X,l5(F4.3,1X)) S04 FCF~Al(///,tX,'SA~PLE SIZE GF t~CH CC~~CNtNT :•,1X,l5CI4,1XJ) 
SC5 FCF~Al(///,tX,'5YSTEM RELIABILITY (R5) 1 ,8X •:• ,1X,F5.3) 
see FCF~t1C///,6X,•AvERAGE FAILURES P~R REPLICA•,~x,•:•,F5.11 
907 FCR~A1(/////,3SX,'CONFIOENCE COEFFICIE~T : 0.90 1 ,21X, 1 CC~fiCE~CE C 
lCcFFIClENT : J.80'///,30X, 1 NINETIET~'l4Xf'MEA~ 1 ,c),'SlD.•,3Xf'PERC 
2~~1ILE POIN1',4X 'EIG~TIET~·, ~ X, 1 MEA~ ,6X, 1 STC. 1 3X, 1 PERCENT LE PC 3I~1 1 ///{30X,•PERCENTILE 1 1 1CX 1 1 DEVIAliC~ CLCSE~f TG RS' ,5X, 1 FERCE 4t-TILE', OX,'DEVIATION LlOS t ST TORS') 
SC8 FCFMAl(///,tX, 1 ASV~P. MAX. LIKELIHOCC :•,2(3(2),F5.3,3X),5Xf13rl ; 
1 X ) ) 
SQS f(F~~l(///6Xt 1 ~AOANSKY (l965) 1 ,9X, 1 : 1 2(3(2X,f5w3r3X) ~)1,13 12)()) 
S1C FCR~Al(/1/,tX,'lOGGAMA (lS68)' 1 lOX 1 • :1,2(3(2X 1 F:.3,3XJ,5x,I3il2X)) S11 FCF~Al(///,eX, 1 EASTERllNG (1S7.d',tX,•:•,2(3(t><,F~.3,3)1),:X, 3,12)1 
1)) 





S30 FC~~~l(///,6X,'RANDO~IZED EASTERLIN( 1 ,2X,•: 1 ,2(3(2X,F5.3,3X),5X, I 
13,}2)(1) 




















c c 17 
-.....1 cc u: 
w CCl<; 
CC2C 



















~- ...-. ' . 
(~~****~~**********SEC OND MAl~ PROGRA~***~~~******~**~************~*~*** ( 
( 
CI~E~SIC~ ~(lCO) X(lOC) f(100) FClOOJ CI~E~SIC~ RHOLR(~),RHCMlDC2,506),STC~A 0 (2),CTl~'C(2»iXEF~~D(2)~ 
* INOMAC(2) 
Cl~E~~IC~ R~C~~l(2),R~C~LEC2,500J,STC~LE(2tvCTL~LE(2J,)B~~lE(2)~ 
* . I~DMLE(2) 
CI~E~~IC~ R~CMAN(2),R~G~CY(2,5JC),STC~C~(2J,CTL~C,(2) ,)B~~C~{2), 
* I~C~C~(2) ClfoE~~IC~ RHCGAM(2),R~OWB(2,500)tSTO~f(2) ,CTL"'8(2) ,XBR"'8(~), 
* I~CWf(2) 
CI~E~SIC~ R~CBI~(2),R~OEAS(2,500) i STDEAS( 2 ),CTLEA5(2),XBPEA5(2), 
* INCEAS(2) 
CI~E~SIC~ R~CMCC(2),RtC~~L(2vSOO)fSTC~ML(2),CTL~ML(2),)BR~ML(2), 
* HD.,~U2) . 
CtlA IS,ISEE0/260543,270317/ 
C~LL C\FLG~ 
\\RITE U: ,SOC t 
~FlTEH,SOl) 
CC SSS IC~SE "" ltlOO 
PE~C(5,S~CJ K 
lF (K.EC.SS) GO TC 1000 
REtC(5,~21) (P(J),I ~ l,K) 
REtC(~,S~2) (N(I) ~ I ~ l,K) 
fttH~ = N(l) 
cc :: J = 2,1< 
IF (MINt\ .. NE: .. N(J)) GC ro 66 
55 CCf\llf'.LE 
JFLA( = C 
GC TC 77 
ct !FLAG = 1 
77 CC~liNLE 
~,.~) = 1 
R~=l.O 
CC lCO I=l,K 
RS=FS*F(IJ 
IF (f'.(It.LT.Mlt-.td MINN = N(l) 
CCNliNUE 
IF (~~A)(.GT.N(IJ) GO TO 100 
"'MAX = ~(I) 
tJAX = I 
10!) CCf\Tit-.UE 
C NCCCRR = TOTAL NUMeER OF INTRCCUCI~G PARTI~L F~ILU~E 
C US!~G SECGND METHOD 
NCCCFR=O 
.A'VF~ll = C.C 
Ft<=FLCAT(K) 






























































.. l ....., , 
DO 110 I=l rK 
M=~dlJ 
X( U=O eO 
Ttd=FLOA 1 CN (I)) 
DC 105 1~=1 M 
CALL RINCCM( l SPU 1) 
lF(U.LT.PCI)) Xtfl = ~(l)+1.C 
CC"TINUE 
IF(l~I.~E.XCIJ) GC TO 110 




FSI = 1.0 
AMI"X = X(l) 
cc 111 J = 1,1< 
F(J) = FLCATCN(J)) - X(J) 
AVFAIL = ~VFAil + F(J) 
PSI= PSl>f(X(J)/fLC1 AT(~( ... ! d ~ 





CALL RfoltJLUX,f\,K,PSI,RH(jBIN R~CMOO,Y,SI(~A2) . 
CALL A~LMANCF,X,",K,MINf\,PSf,R~OAML,R~C~Af\,IfLAG,SIG~A2) 
CALL WCCDBGCN,F,RHCGA~,K,MAX) 
cc 116 1=1,2 
RhC~ML(I,IR)=R~OMCC(I) 
RHCEAS(I ,IR)=RHOBitdl) 
R~CMAC(I,IR) = RHOLR(I) 
RHCfo!LE(I,lR) = RHCA~L(I) 
RHCMCY(lf!R) = RHO~AN(IJ 
R~CWE(l, R) : R~OG~M(l) 
CCf\ 11 t\UE 
CCI\Tlt\UE 






CAll CMFARE(RHOWB,STCME,C L~B,It\C~E,XBRWB,~S I 
~RITE(6,902) ICASE,K 
lolfd1E(6,S03) (P(I),I=l,K) 























c lC ~ 
OlCt 














~RITE(6,S08) (CTLMLE(ItvXBRMLE(I) ~ STOMlE(Ittl~D~LE(l),I=l,2) 
WRITE(6,909) lCTLMAD(l~ v X8RMAC(J»1S10MAD{l),l~D~AO(l)~I~l~~) 
~RITE(6,Sl0) (CTLWB(I)~XERWe(I) SIC~B(l) I~C~E(I) 1 ~ 1,2) W~ITE(6,Sll) (CTLEAS(IJ,~BREASilJ,SlDEASli) ~I~CEA~(I)ii ~ l,2, 
~RITE(6,930) tCTLM~L(IJ,XaRM~L. ti),STCMML{l),l~C~Mllltfl=l~2) 






• , .. 
SOl FCF~~l(I//I/,39X,'A CC~PARATIVE ~~ALYSI~ OF SE~ER'L MET~CCS FCR CE 
lTEF~I~I~G LCWER'I/If40X,•CCNFIDENCf ' t~IT ON 5E~IE5 SY!TE~ RELI~fl 
2LI1'V l!ING CCMFCNEN 1 111,60X, 1 A1fRL t. ~~S TESl C~l/1 1 ) 
902 FCH1Al(/IIII,6X, 1 CASE N 1 ,24X, 1 : 1 ,'t3tt1,6X, 1 ~L~EEfl OF CCf'FONEt\1 1 ,1 
12), 1 ! 1 13) 
SJ3 FC~~A1l/11,6X 1 1 CCMPONE~TS REL1ABILI1Y~ 1 9X1 1 : 1 ,1),15(F4.3,1X)) 
<;04 FCF~Al(/II,6X, 1 SAMPLE SIZE OF E~CH CCf'fCN~Nl :•,lX,l5(I~,lX)l 
S05 FCF~~1(//1,6X, 1 5YSTEM RELIABILITY (RS)•,ax 1 , 1 ,IX,F5.3) 
<JCt FCF~~l(//I,6X, 1 AVERAGE FAILU~ES PER flE FLIC! 1 ,3X 1 : 1 ,F5.1) 
SC7 FCP~Al(///11,3SX 1 1 CO~FIDENCE COEFFICIE~T : 0~9ol,21X, 1 CC~FICENCE C lCEFFICIENT : J.8u'///,30X, 1 ~INETIET~ 1 4X, 1 MEAt\ 1 e), 1 SlC.• 3Xf 1 FEPC 2E~l1LE PCINT 1 ,4X 1 1 EIG~TIETH 1 ,4X 1 1 MEA~l,6X, 1 STc.lf3Xt 1 FERC~NT LE PC 3I~1 1 ///,30X,•PERcENTILE 1 ,lOX, 1 DtVIA1IC~ CLCSE5 TL R5 1 ,5X, 1 PE~CE 
4~TILE' lOX,'DEVI,TION CLCSEST TO RS 1 ) 
9C8 FCF~Allll/,cX, 1 ASYMP. ~AX. LIKELIHOCC :•,2(3(2X,F5.3,3~),5X,I3,1~ 
1 X ) ) 
SG9 FCF~AlU//6)(,'~/lCANSKY (1965)',SX, 1 :• 2(3(2.X,F5.3 3X) ~Xd3 12))) 
s 1 0 F ( p ~ A 1 (/I I ' c X ' I L 0 GG A ,., A ( 1 9 6 8 ) I ' l 0 X ' I : l '2 ( 3 ( 2 X t F ~ • 3 ,3 X I ' 5 X ' d t 12 X ) ) 
<; 11 FC F ~A 1 (///' t X' I EAsTERliNG ( 1972) I '7) '' :I , 2' 3 ( 2 )( , F 5. 3 t 3 )I ) '.5 X ,I 3 ,12 )( 
1)) 























































'. ' ~ . 
SL,ERCUT 11\E ~AC SKY (X~ ~,K,~ ~INX~R~OLR) 
F L = 0 I S A F U NC 1 I C N 0 F L AM t J: ~ \ ~ H E Q ., 2 • 1 G C N PAGE 13 
FF = T~E FIRST DERIVATIVE OF FL 
lC FIND T~E RGOT Of THIS FUhCTION W~ICH LIES EETWEE~ C A~C 
A~I~X,THIS FROGRAM USES THE CCMBI~~TION CF ~EWlC~ A~C EISE CliC ~ 
~EltCDS ~HIC~ WAS DEVELCPED BY MARC ( MAT~E~AllCAL AN~LYSIS 
RESEARCH CORFORATIC~,CLAREMO~T,CA ) 
CI~E~SlC~ C~ISC(2),X(100),N(lJ~tjRHOLR(l) 
CAlA CtlSC/1.642,0.70S/ 
EFS = IS THE SOLUTICN TOLERANCE, IlfkATIO~ CEASES ~~E~ T~G 
SLCCESSivE AFPROXIfoiATICNS DIF~fR f'f I ESS T~Ar-. EPS 
EFS=Aft HX*C .0001 
cc ~~! l=1,2 
CC~Sl=C~ISC(l)/2~0 




DC ~lC o.~=1,1< 





C CCLC = IS T~E OLD APPROXIMATION 
C C~E~ = IS T~E NEW APPROXIMATION 
C~E~=CCLD-R 
C WtE~EVER T~E NEW APPROXI~ATICN LARGER THAN A~I~X 
C 5E1 T~E CLD APPROXI~ATICN HALFWA~ EETWEEN TtE CLC APFRCXIMAliC~ 
C ANC AMI~X TO FIND THE NEXT NEW APPROXIMATIC~,ClrERftiSE USE 
C TrE LSUAL ~E~TGN ~ETHCC 
IF(A~l~).LE.C~Eft) GO TC 211 
IF(AES(CNEW-COLCJ ~LE .EPS) GO TO 215 
CCLC=C~EW 
GC lC ~(5 
~11 CCLC=(CCLC+AMI~))/2.0 
GC lC 205 
~15 A=CNE~ 
Rt-CLR{l)=l.O 































' -....) CC12 





c c lE 
CCl<; 
c c~ c 









Sl(~A2 = MAX.L'HUOO VARIANCE ESTI~ATOR 
rAl~ = PSEUOC SAMPLE SIZE 
rA1~*PSI = PSEUDO SLCCESS 
• 
~CEETI = SUB~OUTINE NA~E FGR COMPU1JNG THE ~~~ERSE CF INCC~FLElE 
BElA FU~CliON 
A = FIRST PARAMETER GF BETA FUNClll~ 
B = SECC~D PARAMETER Of BETA FUNCTICN 
APllS = FIRST PARA~ETER OF BElA FL~CTION 
EMI~ = SECCNC PARA~ETER GF BETA F~~CliON 




CC ~lC I=l,t< 




~~ = lflX(~ATN*FSI+l.O) 
NE = lflX(rATN-~ATN*PSI~l.O+loO) 
A = flCAT(NA) 
AFllS=A+Y 
8 = FlCATHd!) 
ef"J~=E-'r 
p: c. 1 
CALL ~CBETJ(P,A,B,Z,IERJ 
CALL ~CBETl(P,AFLUS,e~IN,R,IER) 
l<I-CEif\(1) == Z 




















































C CC~FUTE LCL LSING ~AXe LeHOGO PRGCECURE 
( 
DC ~2C I = 1 2 F~CA~LCf) = PSI-ZALP~A(l)*SQRTCSI GMA2) 
32C CC~TJt.lE 
A~l~~ = FLC~T(~INN) 
Kl< = 0 
Afi = C.C 
A~l = C.O C IF L~ECu~l St~PLE ~IZE GC TO 326 
IF (IFLAG.EC.l) GO TO 326 
CC ~~: I = l,K 
c 












If (F(U.EC.O.O) GC TC 325 
~~=A~+ 1.0/FLCATCN(l)) 
325 CC~THLE 
Atw = /l,.It\f-.*tfol 
GC TC :!t5 
326 CC~THlE 
~3C 
DC 3tC J = 1,1< 
CC TC 350 : IGNORE ALL ZERO-FAILURE COMPO"ENlS ~ITH S~~PLE 
SIZE MI"N,EXCEPT CNE 
lf ((F(J).EQ.J.O).ANC.(MINNeEQ.N(J))) GC TC 350 
lf(~l~"·EC.N(J)) GC TC 330 
CC TO 340 
ACCu~ULATE All CC~FCNENTS Th~T HA~E SAMPLE SIZE MI~t\ ~~IC~ 
EXt-IEIT FAILLRE 
1'1< = Kl< + 1 
CC TO ;to 
IG"CRE ZERO-FAILURE COMPONENT IF T~E CONDITIC" IS TRUE 
34C IF CF(J).EC.O.O) GC TC 360 
~~=A~+ 1.0/FLCAT(N(J)) 
H TC ~60 






























~ • • .. . 
IF TrE CCNDITION IS TRU E COMPLT E A~ BY IG~C~I~G All CC~PC~E~TS 
Trtl HAVE SA~PLE SIZE MINN W~IC ~ E~~IBlT ~C FAILURE,ClrEP~ISE 
CC~fLTE 'M ey IGNO~ING ALL CC~PO~E~TS THAT r'~E SA~PLE SIZE MI~N 
Wr1C~ EX~IBIT NO FAILURE, EXC EPT C~ E 
IF (~~.Gl.C) GC TO 361 
A~ = ·~l~N*(AM + AMl) 
GC TC ~t5 
3c1 A~=A~I~~*(A~ + FLCAT(KK)*(l.O/A M l~N)) 
3c5 CC~TI~LE 
Frtl = 1.0-FSI 
ANCT = AMIN~*(l.0-0.5*PHAT*PHAT)*(l . C-0.5*PHAT) 
A~S = (0.5*(1.0+1.0/A~))/ANOT t PHA1/(l.O-J.5*P~Al) 
~~ = ((.5*(1.0+1.0/A~)+AMSl/ANOT 
C = l.C-~S/((3.C*AMSl*C3.0*AMS)) 
C = SC~T(VS)/(3.J*AMS) 
C CC~FLTE LCL LSING MANN'S FOR~ULA 
c 
CC 31C I = 1,2 
CC~ST = C + D*ZALPHA(I) ~rCMANlll = EXP(-AMS*lCONST*CONST*CONSTll 

















c c 11 
0012 





























Cl~E~51C~ ~(100),f(lJO),R~OGAM( 2 1tCHI S~( l20)rC~ISC(l20i,Q(lCC) 
C~TA C~I90/C.Ol58,0Q2ll,C.584.l.C64,l.fl0,2. 2 C4,2.833,3.4SO~ 











OtlA C~I8C/C.0642,0.446,1.005,l .~ ~~ . - , 1w 3 u C7C,3~622,~.~S4, 











~~~l~f' = c.c 
SL~ = C.O 
DC 43C " = 1,1< 
M'· = FLCAT(N(J)) 
A= (2.0~AN-3.J)/(2.0*(AN-1.0)) 
e = C.5*(A~/(AN-1.0)) 
C(J) = F(J)/AN 
l = ~*C(J) + B*C(J)*C(J) 
Rl = T/AN 
JF (~A).EC.J) GC 10 410 (C TC 420 I~lf'COUCE C~E ~ORE FAILUf'E TC T~E CCMPONENT ~llh LAR~EST 
~A~FLE SIZE CR TO TrE FIRST COMPCNE~T IF All SA~PLE SIZES 
tPE EC:UAL 
41C C(J) = (f(J)+l.O)/AN 
I • ~ 

































lr~T = A*C(J) + E*CCJl*Q(J) 
l = 0.5*CTrAT + l) 
Fl = l/A~ 
5~5TAR = SHSTAR i T 
5L~ = SUM + RT 
CC~TI~LE 
~51~R = (Sh5TAR*SHSTAR)/SU~ 
~F~Tt~ = IFIX(2.J*RST~P+l.OJ 
IF (~~51AR.LE.SCI GC TC 440 
~ . 
If CEEREES CF FREECCM EXCE ED 50 CCMPUTE T~E Crl-SCLARE PERCf~lllE 
L~I~G THIS FCRMULA 
Cl = 5CRT(2.J*FLOAT(NRSTAR) - l.J) - Zl 
Cc = 5CRT(2.0*FLCATCNFSTAR)-l.OI-Z2 
CrlSC(~RSlAR) ~ 0.5*Cl*Cl 
Cr18C(~~STAFI = 0.5*C2*C2 
CC~li~LE 
CC~FLTE THE LCL USI~G LCG-GA~MA FCR~ULA 































N CClt CClS 
CC2C 30 
c c 2 1 
CC22 
C ~2 3 
002 4 
CC2S )I'; 




oc~ 1 3t 
0 C3 2 
CC33 40 
CC34 
c C3 ~ 4: 
CC3t 
C C:~ I 
9 ... 
SLERClliNE C~PARE(Z,ST CC EV,C T lL E ,IN Cf ),ZBAR~RS) 
T~JS SLBROUTINE CO~PUTE THE ~0-l~ ~NO 80- 1~ FERCENTILESJ 
~Et~,STA~CARC OEVI~TION,AND PERC ENTILE POINlS CLOSEST Tu RS 
\- . 
Cl~E~~ICN Z(2 1 50J),S TCC EV(2),CTILE(2),1NOEX(2),ZBAR(2),~(2,50C), 
* Z U::>OCJ ,Z2( 50CJ 




SLEFGUTI~E F)SORT IS USEC TO GRCER T~E LCL 
Ct ll FXSCRT Ul ,l ,500) 
CALL f)SCRTtZ2,1,500J 
CTILE ( 1 J=Zl (450) 
C 1 1 L E ( 2 ) = Z2 ( 4 0 C ) 




DC 45 1=1,2 
Slti=O.C 
CC 30 J=l,~CO 
Slti=Slt-i+Z(I JJ Y(!,J)=ABS(~S - l(I,J)) 
CCt-.TINLE 
ZEAR(IJ=SL~/500 . C 
SLfot=O.C 




cc 40 J=2,:oo 
Jf(~(l,J).LT.AMI~Y) GO TO 36 
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